May 6, 2020
Bill Clyne
Floor Seal Technology Inc.
1005 Ames Avenue
Milpitas, CA 95035
Re: Google HQ Charleston East
Bill,
I wanted to reach out and express my appreciation with your involvement in the Google project, it has made a
huge difference to the quality of our placing and finishing of the lightweight metal deck slabs and most importantly
the quality of finished product that the Google design team has stressed. I ave been in the construction industry
for 42 years and I can say I haven’t come across an individual as passionate as you are about trying to improve their
industry. Your knowledge, commitment and oversite are what sets you apart. Starting at the early stages for this
project and before any concrete had been placed your input of each step in the process has been a constant. Our
pours start as early as 1:00 am and you have been at every one of these pours to make sure everything goes as
planned. Your input on the edge forms being set to grade rather than wild, that all mechanical cans protruding the
slab be cut to grade and when to apply your cure. These things might seem minor but all of these in combination
help the Concrete Contractor produce a much flatter floor which gives you the ability of achieving the polished
floor that is specified and one that you can be proud of. You go the extra mile to make sure things are the best
they can be to give the client and owner the best possible product.

I look forward working with you and your team on the next project. Thanks for all you do.

Sincerely,

Leo Gutierrez
President
www.dolanconcrete.com
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3/12/2013!!
Mirorcrete!Concrete!Polishing!!
Dear!Kevin,!!
I!wanted!to!let!you!know!how!pleased!we!are!with!the!job!Floor!Seal!Technology!did!at!our!Apple’s!new!
office!building!and!with!the!Mirorcrete!Polishing!system.!!
We!really!appreciate!how!you!and!your!team!handled!last!minute!changes!to!complete!our!schedule!on!
time.!Your!prompt!attention,!professionalism,!and!can!do!attitude!made!for!an!enjoyable!experience.!
The!client!was!pleased!with!the!results!of!the!polished!floor.!!!
.!We!look!forward!to!working!with!you!in!the!future.!!
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Regards,!
Erik!Sambrailo!!!
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